Type 1 Conditionals
Questions 1-5

Complete the sentences with a correct form of the verbs in brackets for Type 1 conditional sentences.
If he _doesn’t understand_ (not understand) this math problem, I _will explain_____
(explain) it to him.

1. If they ___________________ (not get) here soon, I ________________ (leave) without them.
2. ___________________________ (you, come) if it _________________ (be) rainy?
3. If she __________________ (leave) early, she ____________________ (get) there in time.
4. If the children __________________ (eat) all those sweets, they _________________ (be) sick.
5. We __________________ (go) to the movies if the weather ___________________ (not be)
awful.
Questions 6- 10

Make the conditionals sentences using the prompts below.
John/go/abroad/if/he/save/enough money.
John will go abroad if he saves enough money.
6. We/have/enough time to buy the tickets/ if/we/leave/half an hour early.
_____________________________________________________________
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7. If/you/not drive/more carefully/you/have/an accident.
_____________________________________________________________
8. I/buy/bread and milk/if/I/not forget.
_____________________________________________________________
9. If/Maria/invite/me to the party/I/come.
_____________________________________________________________
10. What/you/do/if/they/not return/the car?
_____________________________________________________________
Questions 11- 15

Continue the sentences to make the real conditions (Type 1).
We won’t go skating if …the ice rink is closed.

11. If you don’t return the book to the library ...
12. If they don’t visit us soon, …
13. Will you give him the money if…
14. We will catch the flight if…
15. If I get a work permit, …
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Answer Key

Questions 1-5
1. If they _don’t get__ here soon, I _will leave _ without them.
2. Will you come__ if it __is___ rainy?
3. If she __leaves___ early, she __will get___ there in time.
4. If the children __eat___ all those sweets, they ___will be___ sick.
5. We ___will go___ to the movies if the weather ___isn’t___ awful.
Questions 6- 10
6. We will have enough time to buy the tickets if we leave half an hour early.
7. If you don’t drive more carefully, you will have an accident.
8. I will buy bread and milk if I don’t forget.
9. If Maria invites me to the party, I will come.
10. What will you do if they don’t return the car?

Questions 11- 15
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

…you will have to pay a fine.
…we will go to see them.
…if he asks you.
…we leave immediately.
…I will stay another six months.
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